Emission imaging incorporates both the development of dedicated devices for data acquisition as well as algorithms for recovering images from that data. Emission tomography is an indirect approach to imaging. The effect of device modification on the final image can be understood through both the way in which data are gathered, using simulation, and the way in which the image is formed from that data, or image reconstruction. When developing novel devices, systems and imaging tasks, accurate simulation and image reconstruction allow performance to be estimated, and in some cases optimized, using computational methods before or during the process of physical construction. However, there are a vast range of approaches, algorithms and pre-existing computational tools that can be exploited and the choices made will affect the accuracy of the in silico results and quality of the reconstructed images. On the one hand, should important physical effects be neglected in either the simulation or reconstruction steps, specific enhancements provided by novel devices may not be represented in the results. On the other hand, over-modeling of device characteristics in either step leads to large computational overheads that can confound timely results. Here, a range of simulation methodologies and toolkits are discussed, as well as reconstruction algorithms that may be employed in emission imaging. The relative advantages and disadvantages of a range of options are highlighted using specific examples from current research scenarios.
Introduction
In several fields of physics and engineering, advancements in detector development and instrumentation ("hardware") require the corresponding progress in "software" in order to exploit the properties of novel devices. This is also true in emission tomography (ET), which mainly encompasses positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). The name of the latter modality already includes the word "computed" which points to the importance of programming for the generation of tomographic images. In fact, the invention and establishment of the first medically relevant tomographic technology, computed tomography (CT), was only possible thanks to the advancements in computing power and computational techniques of the 1960s, although a mathematical framework was already proposed in 1917 [1] .
Originally, the goal of tomographic modalities was to obtain sectional images (2D) through the object from projection measurements taken at different positions around the object. In the cases of PET and SPECT, the two-dimensional image corresponds to the spatial distribution of the activity concentration for a certain β þ or γ-emiting radioisotope, respectively; nowadays, most ET scanners produce tri-dimensional images (image volumes). The time dimension can also be taken into account to study time-dependent phenomena, such as the time distribution of the radiotracer (for dynamic studies), or the motion of some organs. The problem becomes more complex (and computationally more expensive) the higher the dimensionality. System simulation and image reconstruction are intrinsically linked in emission tomography in that simulation models the forward problem, while image reconstruction attempts to solve the (generally ill-conditioned) inverse problem: both questions are important in the development and optimization of novel emission imaging devices, systems and tasks.
Novel ideas in imaging technology usually imply the construction of proof-of-concept devices. At an early stage, Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations can be a very helpful tool to test in silico various scintillator materials, detector shapes or sizes, and system configurations prior to the system construction. Since the final goal is to obtain an image, image reconstruction algorithms need to be implemented for each new demonstrator. However, novel devices and preliminary prototypes, when compared to commercial systems, are often characterized by unconventional geometries and changing configurations, among other issues. In these cases, to implement an adequate imagereconstruction technique or to make use of available imagereconstruction software might not be straightforward. Within this context, in this paper we present an overview of state-of-the-art methods and the latest advancements in image system simulation and image reconstruction techniques, with emphasis on those methods devoted to new instrumentation, unconventional system designs and novel applications. In Section 2 the forward and inverse problems in ET are discussed as corresponding to simulation and image reconstruction respectively. In Section 3 a range of approaches to simulation of the forward problem in ET are described, and available software tool-kits identified, while in Section 4 the process of image reconstruction, the inverse problem, is discussed in detail.
The forward and inverse problems
The central concept on which emission imaging is based is the transfer of information from the object under investigation, x to detected measurements, y. In order to accomplish this, a model of the system is required, generally:
where A is the system model and η is additive noise. The physical model represents a continuous (integral) transform yet is often simplified to a matrix of probabilities (the system matrix). During simulation, some continuous integrals that compose the forward transform can be accurately estimated using MC approaches. However, during image reconstruction a discretized system matrix is almost always employed in practice. Discretization is conducted (in both simulation and reconstruction) using assumptions regarding the image and detector space so that the system matrix can be considered a transition matrix with elements a ij -the probability that emission from voxel j will result in detection at measurement i. Here a measurement refers to each individual possible measurement of the system, such as within a specific coincident detector-pair in PET. Each row of the system matrix corresponds to a specific measurement i, each column to an image space element j and in this case y ¼ fy i j i ¼ 1; …; Ig and x ¼ fx j j j ¼ 1; …; Jg. The challenge in both simulation and image reconstruction is to identify those components which impact the optimization of system parameters and the image quality obtainable from a physical system.
One of the most powerful, and straightforward, approaches to modeling the operator A is to measure it directly. Given a source distribution corresponding a single image space element j -such as a point source at a specified location -record y which after normalization for activity is a j , the column of the system matrix representing the response to j, this is repeated for all j to build the matrix. Even if parametrization of the data is performed [2, 90] , measurement using a physical device is time consuming and requires re-measurement given any system modifications. Moreover, while providing an excellent model of the system to be used in image reconstruction, as a method of solving the forward (direct) problem this approach is somewhat redundant. Simulation software, particularly that including MC simulation, is often used to address the forward problem and can be used to generate expected data samples from arbitrary source distributions. However, as no computational matrix is generated the inverse problem, reconstructing an image from the generated data, remains open. A similar operation as used for physical devices can be performedsimulation of the detection response can be used to compute the system matrix [3, 4] . However, simulation times can be large and modifications still require re-computation. In image reconstruction such methods of calculating the elements of the system matrix are called voxel-driven as the elements are composed through estimation of the detection response to each image space element (or voxel). Alternatively, during image reconstruction it is possible to use a measurement-driven approach, estimating each row-vector a i corresponding to measurement element i. Measurement driven approaches are particularly applicable if I is sufficiently large such that in any single measurement i is unlikely to be made (such as in continuous-domain detectors). In such circumstances pre-calculation of the system matrix may be less advantageous than calculation of the rows of the system matrix when required, or on-line, during image reconstruction.
Algorithmic models and simplifying assumptions may be employed that speed computation in both the cases of simulation and image reconstruction yet in both cases realistic modeling of the dominant factors is a computational trade-off. The increasing computing power of modern PCs, the speed and capabilities of conventional graphical processor units (GPUs), as well as the availability of clusters for parallel computing have definitely supported the development and implementation of sophisticated reconstruction techniques. Advancements in computing have also contributed to extend the use of MC simulations in emission tomography. In addition to general-purpose MC simulation codes, several simulation packages dedicated to ET have been developed in the last decade. These packages include accurate descriptions of many physical (and even biological) phenomena of relevance.
Monte Carlo simulations
The first question some researchers might face is which simulation package, if any, is the most appropriate to achieve the desired goal. In some cases, self-made MC software might be the preferred option, particularly when speed plays an important role and a simplified description of the imaging process is sufficient. This can be the case when the goal of the simulation is to produce data to test a reconstruction algorithm. In other cases, when accuracy is preferred, MC simulation makes sense only if many relevant phenomena are included.
Currently, there are many MC simulation software packages available. A comprehensive review was presented in [5] ; more recent overviews can be found in [6, 7] . In general, those software packages which are relevant in emission tomography can be grouped into two main categories: particle-tracking MC codes, and dedicated analytical simulations. The first category can be again divided into two groups; on the one hand, general-purpose codes, usually developed for highenergy or nuclear physics and on the other, dedicated software for emission tomography. All of these codes can be also classified according to some key features [5, 6] , such as accuracy, flexibility, speed, or ease of use. Logically, accuracy comes at the expense of computational speed, since accuracy means that a large number of stochastic processes need to be appropriately handled.
Overview of available Monte-Carlo simulation software
General-purpose codes: Particle-tracking codes such as Geant4 2 [8] , MCNP, 3 EGSnrc, 4 or Penelope 5 [9] can very accurately emulate the physical processes which photons and charged particles undergo in matter. Among these codes, Geant4 is the most commonly used option for PET and SPECT applications [10] , partly because of its flexibility in the description of complex detectors, its accurate physics models and the large spectrum of scenarios which can be simulated. FLUKA 6 [11] , a general-purpose software package used for radiotherapy applications, is also used for medical imaging applications, mainly in the context of image-based monitoring of particle therapy [12] . The increasing interest in the latter scenario has motivated the extension of Penelope to include protons [13] .
To simulate an imaging scenario using general-purpose software might require the implementation or adaptation of routines written in FORTRAN, or C/C þ þ. The latter is the programming language of Geant4, while the core of MCNP, FLUKA and Penelope are written in FORTRAN. To facilitate the use of some of these codes, pre-compiled object libraries or additional software packages can be used, as well as graphical interfaces.
In addition to accuracy, another advantage of general-purpose particle-tracking codes is their flexibility, and the support from a large user community. The latter usually translates into numerous validations and continuous debugging.
Dedicated codes: There exists several software packages dedicated to emission tomography, either based on particle-tracking or on analytical approaches. These packages are often preferred to general-purpose software because of their ease of use or greater speed. Some dedicated simulation tools based on particle-tracking are extensions of well-established general-purpose packages. For example, the toolkits GATE 7 [14] as well as GAMOS 8 [15] and the very recent TOPAS [16] are built on top of Geant4, while the software packages PeneloPET 9 [17] and PET-EGS [18] , both dedicated to PET, are based on Penelope and EGS, respectively. One advantage of these packages is that the general-purpose codes behind them are well validated. Nowadays GATE can be considered the most commonly used dedicated simulation software in emission tomography. Its success is probably due to the following facts: GATE encapsulates the wellvalidated Geant4 libraries; the simulations can be easily prepared using macros, and GATE allows a broad range of experimental settings to be simulated. Besides ET scenarios, GATE can also be used for CT and radiotherapy applications [19] , including particletherapy [20] , and it has been recently extended to bioluminescence and fluorescence imaging [21] . GAMOS shares some of the aforementioned characteristics with GATE: use of Geant4 libraries and friendliness through the use of scripts. Besides PET, SPECT and Compton imaging, GAMOS also allows for radiotherapy studies, and it was also extended to model light transport in biological media [22] . Some advantages of GAMOS are its capability to describe unconventional detector shapes or configurations, and access to a broader range of information within results.
One drawback of GATE is its high computational cost. Faster simulations of PET and SPECT systems can be achieved using SimSET. 10 SimSET is written in a modular format, and the specific information about phantom, scan and tomograph are provided by the user. Another fast MC software package is PeneloPET, which is written in FORTRAN. It focuses on PET ring geometries and allows for a detailed modeling of the electronic chain, particularly deadtime and pile-up. The specific simulation package SIMIND 11 is also relevant for SPECT applications. SIMIND is written in Fortran90 and requires some programming from the user side. Two MC codes can be combined in order to circumvent some drawbacks and exploit the advantages of both. One example is the SimSET þGeant4 code (SimG4) [23] , which uses the SimSET ability to simulate voxel-based phantoms and Geant4 accuracy and flexibility in the scanner simulation for scatter correction in PET; accelerating GATE simulations is the motivation behind combining GATE with the fast SimSET photon history generator for small animal pinhole SPECT [24] , or with EGSnrc for PET [25] . A similar approach was developed in [26] , where SimSET and MCNP codes were combined for multi-pinhole SPECT.
When computational speed or statistics are an issue, analytical simulations can be a better option. For example, for testing reconstruction algorithms, multiple realizations are desirable, while the accuracy in the description of the underlying physics is less essential. To speed up the computation, analytical simulations avoid particle tracking. Instead, the contribution to a particular detection element is calculated using a either a fast transform, or discretized system matrix.
In an analytical simulation, the measurement assigned to y i is the mean estimate obtained by forward-projecting the activity distribution into the measurement space, i.e., Ax. This estimate is noise-free, but noise (η) can be easily added a posteriori using MC sampling techniques of Poisson or Gaussian distributions. This kind of simulation requires the previous knowledge of the system model and is thus not well suited to studying the performance of new devices as a function of their components, or the effect of certain phenomena on the final image (for example, Compton scatter in the detectors or in the patient). On the other hand, analytical simulators are very valuable for studying statistical noise at the image level, for detectability studies, or kinetic modeling. The most widely used analytical simulation software is ASIM 12 [27] , conceived for PET scanners.
Another fast alternative to conventional particle-tracking based packages is the PET-SORTEO 13 platform [28] , which has been explicitly designed to run in multiprocessor architectures. The goal of PET-SORTEO is to generate realistic PET datasets according to voxelized descriptions of the activity distribution (including functional models based on time activation curves). For this purpose, the software first computes the raw transmission and emission projections by means of a short MC simulation; the main interactions of photons in matter as well as positron range and the Poisson nature of positron emission are included in PET-SORTEO. Using the projectors, coincidence events are produced, taking into account dead-time and random contamination. The platform is limited to full-ring geometries; therefore, PET-SORTEO is best suited to test novel reconstruction methods and imaging protocols.
Acceleration of simulations
Simulation of complex phantoms or complex scenarios might require prohibitive computing times in conventional PCs; this is also the case for simulations which also include the tracking of scintillation photons, or when statistical variability is an issue. To overcome the trade-off between simulation accuracy and computing time, several strategies have been employed. At the simulation level, forced detection and variance reduction techniques are implemented in most simulation packages. Additionally, 6 FLUktuierende KAskade, http://www.fluka.org/fluka.php. acceleration approaches based on parallel computing or on the use of GPUs have been developed. Unfortunately, few simulation packages provide the corresponding tools to easily run simulations in parallel architectures or GPUs. These strategies are based on parallelizing some simulation tasks. However, most MC software packages have been developed as serial codes, so additional efforts are required to adapt the codes to parallel computing environments. To do this, it is assumed that many processes are independent from each other and can be thus treated independently. Parallel computing: Several works report about adapting the simulation packages to multiprocessor architectures, distributed architectures and PC clusters, and Grid computing. For distributed architectures and Grid computing, the simulation is split into several independent "sub-simulations" (jobs) which are merged together at the end. One splitting criterion is the number of emission events; alternatively, each job might correspond to a different source distribution. If the decay time of the source is ignored, the first procedure can be understood as subdividing the simulation into sequential sub-simulations (time splitting). Count losses and inaccuracies might still arise depending on which phenomena and processes are included in the simulation, how many primary events are included in each job and the nature of the simulation output. If dead-time, pile-up and other timedependent phenomena are ignored, voxelized phantoms are well suited for event splitting in SPECT, with each job corresponding to the simulation of one or more voxels. This approach assumes that the histories of the emitted radiation from different voxels are independent from each other. Electronic collimation in PET and Compton imaging rely on coincidence detection and are thus based on time information. Hence, splitting jobs according to the emission location is not desirable, unless additional postsimulation processing is performed. In both time or event splitting, the acceleration factor is roughly proportional to the number of jobs.
Many MC software packages have been already tested in large distributed computing infrastructures [29] [30] [31] [32] , but only few incorporate extensions to facilitate their implementation. GATE v7.0 and PeneloPET offer the corresponding tools for job splitting and file merging. On the other hand, implementation in multiprocessor architectures with shared memory is usually done by the user, as a message passing system between different processes is required. Several investigations exist reporting on strategies employed, for example [33] for SIMIND, and [34] for GATE.
Use of graphic processing units: Adapting simulation codes to GPUs is not straightforward since specific language transcription is needed. Efforts have been made in adapting MC software to GPUs: the physics models from Penelope have been used to develop the GPU-based MC code mcgpu 14 [35] ; in [36] the photon transport mechanism of EGSnrc was implemented in a GPU using CUDA. For Geant4/GATE, a hybrid approach was proposed in [37] , such that most of the tracking is done in the GPU. In the latter, acceleration factors of 400-800 are reported for clinically realistic scenarios. While most GPU implementations remain at the developer's level, GATE v7.0 already incorporates the possibility of using GPUs for PET applications.
Phantoms
Available simulation packages allow source distributions based on simple geometric structures to be simulated. Point, line or planar sources, resolution phantoms consisting of rods placed on a cylinder, and NEMA phantoms belong to this class of phantoms. Different attenuation media can be simulated in each region.
While such phantoms are sufficient for simple performance tests, they can be too simplistic to evaluate reconstruction algorithms or correction techniques. In this case, voxel-based phantoms can offer a better insight of the performance of a scanner or an algorithm under realistic circumstances. These phantoms can be generated by segmenting patient or animal data obtained from CT or MRI acquisitions. An additional PET or SPECT acquisition can be used to assign the activity levels to the different organs and tissues. Most dedicated software packages allow user-defined voxelized phantoms to be used. Since creating a voxelized phantom is not straightforward, some standard voxel-based models have been made available. Among them, the Zubal phantom [38] provides a 3D model of the anatomy of an adult male, which has been often used for brain simulations. Of special interest are phantoms based on hybrid models [39] , which combine realistic descriptions of the organs with the flexibility of geometric primitives. Among them, the 4-D extended cardiac-torso (XCAT) phantom [40] offers a very realistic model of the human anatomy and physiology, including the possibility to incorporate cardiac and respiratory motion as well as male and female anatomical particularities. The organ shapes are based on CT data, 15 and further modeled with nonuniform rational b-spline surfaces. The same concept has been used to generate a whole mouse 4D phantom (MOBY) [41] , and the more recent 4D digital rat whole body phantom (ROBY), both based on 3-D magnetic resonance microscopy datasets (see Fig. 1 ).
The phantoms include the attenuation coefficients for a given photon energy. For the simulation, organs and tissues are assigned a particular uptake ratio.
Monte-Carlo simulations for specific scenarios
The implementation of unconventional system geometries or components, as well as unconventional or highly realistic imaging scenarios, might be challenging for some simulation softwares. In the following, some specific cases are presented.
Simulation of light photons: The simulation of scintillation light and light collection in the photodetectors is commonly decoupled from the tracking of gamma rays, each part being simulated independently. This is partly due to the impossibility of simulating scintillation photons with some packages, but also because of computational issues. Different simulation codes are often used for each kind of simulation. Due to the prohibitive simulation times, for general system performance studies the behavior of the scintillation light is ignored or simplified using analytical models applied post-simulation. On the other hand, for detector performance optimization, dedicated light-transport simulations are useful to study the effects of the scintillator material, crystal shape and size, surface treatment, and light-sharing configuration. Simulations of optical photons also play a role in the development of depth-of-interaction (DOI) detectors and algorithms for the reconstruction of the interaction position, particularly when monolithic crystals or complex signal encoding schemes are used.
In an optical simulation, individual scintillation photons are generated in specified locations within the scintillator and tracked until they reach the photodetector. The emission location as well as the number of light photons can be chosen according to the output of a previous simulation of gamma photons. The generation and tracking of scintillation light is also possible using Geant4 and its extensions GATE and GAMOS. These packages theoretically allow the entire chain of phenomena, from radioisotope decay to the collection of scintillation light, to be simulated in a unique run. Unfortunately, the extremely long computation of such scenarios is still an obstacle. Several dedicated packages have been conceived to simulate the transport of optical photons in scintillators. For emission tomography applications, DETECT2000 [42] (which is no longer supported) and LITRANI 16 [43] have often been used.
The latter as well as Geant4 offer accurate models for optical light propagation based on its electromagnetic properties. While these packages were developed for high-energy experiments, SCOUT [44] was developed few years ago to study scintillation cameras for medical applications. SCOUT is a faster alternative to Geant4, now also used for PET detectors but still limited to arrays of rectangular scintillation crystals. Some depth-encoding PET concepts make use of wavelength shifting (WLS) strips. In principle, the collection and transport of scintillation light in the WLSs can be simulated in recent versions of GATE, as a result of its extension to include fluorescence imaging [21] . An alternative option is to decouple the detection process into two parts, as proposed in [45] : First, a Geant4 simulation focusing on optical photons was used to develop an analytical model of the light behaviour. The latter model was inserted into the GATE classes, thus avoiding the time consuming simulation of optical photon transport but preserving an accurate model.
For the study of Cherenkov-based detectors, a promising approach for time-of-flight (TOF) PET, Geant4 is currently the preferred simulation tool because of its reliable electromagnetic physics models and the flexibility in detector design [46, 47] . Heretofore the simulations are restricted to single detector modules or simple coincidence setups.
Multimodality: The development of integrated multimodal imaging devices is a very active field of research. There already exist several commercially available systems which combine PET and/or SPECT with CT, as well as PET with MRI. Some research systems integrate optical and PET or SPECT modalities for small animal imaging, or ultrasound and PET in an endoscopic probe. The difficulty of integrating two modalities into one single system also extends to simulation, since the aforementioned MC packages have been developed for γ-photon tracking. Although GATE has been also extended to CT, ET and CT simulations are still run separately. Concerning PET/MRI, the effect of uniform magnetic fields on PET performance have been simulated using Geant4 or Geant4-based GATE [48] [49] [50] since Geant4 includes models for the interaction of particles with electromagnetic fields. Using these packages the scattering and attenuation caused by the radiofrequency coils can be easily studied. To investigate the interaction between the RF fields and the PET detectors, specific electromagnetic simulation software can be used [51] .
GATE and GAMOS include models for bioluminiscence and light transport in biological media. However, simulations of multimodal ET and optical imaging are performed separately. The emerging interest in Cherenkov-luminescence imaging (CLI) using radionuclides has also translated into developing new simulation environments, mainly based on Geant4, GATE or GAMOS for the simulation of Cherenkov light resulting from β emission of certain radionuclides [52, 53] . Such Geant4-based packages are promising tools to simulate multimodal systems combining CLI and ET.
Image-based monitoring of particle-therapy: Nowadays, many proton therapy centers exist worldwide, and the therapeutic irradiation of patients with carbon ions has also expanded. Still, there is a lack of reliable techniques for treatment verification. PET has been studied since the nineties to visualize the location of β þ emitters produced through nuclear reactions of the hadron beams within the patient. The subsequent β þ decay followed by positron-electron annihilation gives rise to pairs of 511-keV photons which can be detected using PET technology. Additionally, there exists a growing interest in using instead the promptgamma radiation emerging from the patient, which results from excitation processes along the beam path. In these cases, gammaray detectors and SPECT-like techniques are being explored. At present, image-based treatment verification is done off-line by comparing the reconstructed distribution of β þ or γ-emitters to the theoretical distribution which should have been obtained according to the dose treatment plan. Finally, other secondary particles and physical phenomena are potentially useful for imagebased treatment verification, such as imaging of secondary protons for carbon-ion therapy, or pair-production cameras and even CLI is under consideration. Within this field, there exists many simulation-based studies. Simulations are often split into parts. A first simulation focuses on the beam interactions and the subsequent generation of radionuclides. Their spatial distribution and yields are often used as input for a second simulation, in which the radiation is further tracked and in which radiation detectors are simulated. The description of the entire process in a unique simulation is also possible, as shown in [54] for FLUKA. Many simulation works have been published for in-beam, inroom, and off-beam PET. We refer the reader to the review presented in [55] and a brief overview within [20] . For the first simulation step the FLUKA code has often been used to simulate the production of β þ -radioisotopes and their subsequent decay, but sometimes also the positron annihilation and photon transport [56] [57] [58] . In the latter work, the simulation of imaging formation 16 http://gentitfx.fr/litrani/ process was done using the MC simulation software PETSIM. The detection process can also be simplified using an analytical PET detection model [59] . In [60] , the simulation of a proton beam was done using Geant4, while EGS4 was the code of choice for the subsequent simulation of a PET system. Some recent works use GATE for both parts of the process [61] which are still simulated separately. The computation time of most of these codes prevent their use for fast treatment monitoring. Therefore, dedicated codes have been developed to generate the expected activity distribution according to a treatment plan [62] . The resultant activity can be used as a reference distribution for comparison with the reconstructed treatment activity or as input to further simulations to study the imaging system [63] .
The use of PET for dose monitoring is limited by biological washout (i.e., signal changes and losses due to the metabolic decay processes). A model of this effect has recently been included into GATE/GEANT4 [64] , currently the only open-source codes able to simulate the full chain of processes, from irradiation to PET detection, including biological effects. An alternative technique free from wash-out effects is prompt-gamma imaging. A large variety of imaging devices have been simulated using different codes (see overviews in [20, 65] ). Some of these devices are gamma cameras with pinhole, slit or knife-edge-shaped slit collimators, aimed at producing planar images (and are thus not further considered). Compton cameras have been proposed as an alternative due to their increase sensitivity and the possibility to generate tomographic images. Most simulation works are based on Geant4 [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] , which was also used to simulate other alternative imaging techniques: a pair-production/Compton camera [71] , a gamma-electron vertex imaging system [72] , or to study the feasibility of imaging Cherenkov emission during proton therapy [73] .
Interestingly, some discrepancies in the results obtained from various codes or between simulated and experimental data have been reported [74] [75] [76] [77] . As a result, many efforts toward improving the physics models and cross-sectional data for the particletherapy scenario are currently being pursued [78, 79] .
Imaging probes and unconventional geometries: Most PET scanners are characterized by the arrangement of the detectors in a ring geometry. Alternative configurations have been proposed either to improve the spatial resolution or the sensitivity. Significant improvements in spatial resolution in localized regions can be achieved using additional detectors placed within the FOV of a conventional PET scanner. Simulation of these systems is usually rather challenging since some packages do not allow for configurations other than rings; asymmetric systems are also difficult to model. These facts have led many groups to use simulations developed in-house or to modify the underlying code of the Monte-Carlo packages [80] . Without the need to modify the source-code, a multi-layer silicon detector was simulated in coincidence with a clinical PET system and placed within the PET FOV using the GATE software [81] . Additionally, GAMOS was also suited to simulate an endoscopic TOF-PET detector in coincidence with an external planar detector [82] (see Fig. 2 ). GAMOS allows asymmetric detectors to be simulated and independently rotated or moved while retaining full functionality. In both these investigations, coincidences were sorted post-acquisition.
Image reconstruction
In contrast to the task of simulation, few pre-existing software packages can readily be applied to image reconstruction for research devices. As the system matrix may be unique to a specific developing system, custom software is often required.
Originally, tomographic image reconstruction relied on an idealized model of the image formation process. The measurement system was modeled on assumptions of noise-free data, regular and complete data sampling and point-like detection. Integral transforms based on such a simple system model allowed mathematical inversion, and subsequently computationally efficient approaches to image reconstruction were composed. However, analytic inversion becomes less appropriate as the assumptions upon which they are based inaccurately describe the physical system. In PET and SPECT data are generally photon-limited (dominated by statistical noise) and detection devices have resolution which is often of the same scale as the features of interest. Finally, in the development of novel measurement devices, data sampling is often not regular and may not fully sample all projection views. While such complexities can be introduced into the transforms used in analytic inversion, the process is often difficult and system changes require further amendments, increasing complexity. Iterative methods provide an intuitive approach to image reconstruction for systems which do not conform to assumptions underlying analytic approaches.
A simple model of data acquisition: The Radon transform [1] maps a two-dimensional distribution to line integrals parameterized by angle (ϕ) and sample offset (ρ), the space of which is often termed a sinogram (shown in Fig. 3 ). Line integrals corresponding to a specific angle ϕ are parallel -such that the onedimensional distribution is the projection integral of the object along this angle. The Radon transform maps points in the image space to sinusoids, while each point within the sinogram space corresponds to a straight line in the image. With suitable assumptions regarding discretization of both the image and detector space, the Radon transform provides an excellent analog for many measurement geometries in emission tomography.
Simple backprojection: In general, the first step in image reconstruction is the process of simple backprojection. In this approach, the transpose of the system matrix A T is applied to the measured data y to estimate the object under investigation. The process, computationally, is to redistribute each measurement over contributing voxels. In the case of the Radon transform these are those image space pixels lying along each line defined by a bin of the sinogram space -or Line of Response (LoR). However, each pixel contributes to multiple measurements so that, under backprojection, each measurement contributes to multiple voxels. This ambiguity results in a loss of resolution as the point spread function of the imaging system is not accounted for. Analytical transforms: Analytic algorithms generally assume a continuous system model such that image reconstruction can be accomplished via the application of the inverse of the system model A À 1 to data y. The central (or Fourier) slice theorem indicates that a slice through the origin at some angle θ of the Fourier transform of a two-dimensional object, Fðk ρ ; k ϕ Þ ¼ F ½f ðr; θÞ, is equivalent to the Fourier transform of the projection of the same object along the direction normal to the slice. The inverse Fourier transform, F À 1 ½Fðk ρ ; k ϕ Þ ¼ f ðr; θÞ, of such a slice is then equivalent to the backprojection at ϕ ¼ θ. However, the Radon transform samples this space in inverse proportion to ρ, necessitating the application of a "ramp" filter given by j k ρ j in Fourier space. While direct methods are possible, in practice it is straightforward to apply the filter to the sinogram before simple backprojection -or filtered backprojection (FBP). 17 The reconstructed image no longer contains blurring induced through the direct application of A T to measured data. FPB is a computationally simple and mathematically linear method of image reconstruction. Due particularly to linearity, FBP is still popular as a means of image reconstruction when measuring system resolution as single point-source performance can be generalized over the image space. Analytic image reconstruction begins with an exact mathematical description of the imaging system. However, the physical device often differs from the mathematical description and measured data always contain noise. In order that the ramp-filter be appropriate the system geometry must reflect complete sampling of the Radon transform. The ramp filter also assumes noiseless data (η ¼ 0) and as the filter is derivative-like high frequency noise is amplified upon its application. The use of a suitable apodising window is a simple modification to the ramp-filter that can help address noise issues yet can be somewhat arbitrary in choice. Little can be done to address the geometry problem that does not require the full derivation of an alternative inversion filter. In scenarios in which consistent performance is more important than image quality analytic approaches to image reconstruction such as FBP are appropriate; yet these techniques fail when seeking flexibility or optimal image quality.
Iterative approaches: When the measurement system is significantly different from the mathematical model used to compose the inverse transform, or filter, image reconstruction becomes more complicated. In the case of FBP based on the Radon transform, two simple modifications render the projection model -and hence FBP -less appropriate: geometrical changes and the addition of noise such that ηa0. Using iterative algorithms, rather than seeking an appropriate inverse A À 1 , or filter (such as in FBP), only A and A T are required for image reconstruction. The reconstructed image is determined as that image which minimizes some distance DðAx; yÞ, wherex is the current image estimate. While different distance metrics are possible -all require definition of the elements of the system matrix. Algebraic iterative approaches generally consider noiseless scenarios. Those algorithms that also consider the nature of noise within the data are termed statistical iterative algorithms and so also require a noise model. Using iterative algorithms no assumptions regarding system geometry are made during image reconstruction, while the noise model determines the way in which the distance, or costfunction, accounts for statistical variations in measured data. Two closed-form, multiplicative-update algorithms are the maximum likelihood-expectation maximization (ML-EM) algorithm [83, 84] , using a Poisson log-likelihood cost function:
and the image space reconstruction algorithm (ISRA) [85] , which uses a weighted least squares approach (with unity weighting [86] ):
where n is the current iteration. Clearly, only the definition of the system matrix A and its transpose is required. 18 All assumptions regarding the system and geometry used in the process of image reconstruction are embedded within the system matrix. In Fig. 4 , the above four methods of image reconstruction (simple backprojection, FBP, ML-EM and ISRA) are applied to data taken using the Radon transform for different sampling patterns and with Poisson noise applied to the sinogram. When the sampling is sufficient and the noise minimal, FBP provides an excellent approach to image reconstruction. However, when fewer angular samples are taken, or data is noisy, iterative algorithms provide a better solution. However, without a stopping rule, the optimal number of iterations for use during image reconstruction is not always clear and may vary with the abundance of data. Convergence properties mean that at any given iteration resolution is not uniform over the image space and noise may be enhanced [87] . Image reconstruction using iterative algorithms is not linear. While convergence issues may be addressed by performing many iterations, followed by post-smoothing, this can be computationally expensive as a single iteration is approximately the same computational cost as FBP reconstruction. Often arbitrary stopping rules are applied.
Computational considerations: While for simple cases such as that in Fig. 4 , the system matrix can be easily computed and stored in memory, for more complicated scenarios the matrix can be exceptionally large and ill-conditioned. Computational modifications to the basic algorithms presented may be made that both Fig. 3 . Sampling the Radon transform. Parallel line integrals taken at some angle ϕ over the object of interest are grouped into a sinogram, shown at the center. A cylindrical measurement geometry can provide equivalent sampling through data binning. 17 Filtering after simple backprojection -or backprojection then filtering (BPF) is also possible. 18 In (2) and (3) matrix multiplication is used yet division is element-wise.
attempt to enhance the speed of image reconstruction and reduce the effects of noise in the reconstructed image. While the elements of the system matrix may either be pre-computed or calculated on-line when required, more accurate system modeling increases the computational burden. While trade-offs may be optimized, some standard tools are available that reduce the computational burden. Of these, two are of particular importance: exploitation of symmetries and matrix factorization. Symmetries in the detection system (such as rotational symmetry in the Radon transform) may be exploited to reduce the number of components of the system matrix that require calculation or storage [3, 88, 89] . Factorization of the system matrix decomposes the single operator A into more easily computed, or indeed measured [90] , factors which enhance computational speed without sacrificing accuracy [91] [92] [93] . Such computational modifications do not attempt to alter the underlying distance function, but rather to speed its optimization. An alternative, approximate, approach uses only a subset of the full data at each iteration, thereby reducing the time taken in image reconstruction in proportion to the number of subsets. The latter can be built according to geometrical [94] or temporal [93] criteria. Alterations may also be made to the image-space with the inclusion of regularizing terms, that attempt to better condition the system matrix. Simple regularization, including post-reconstruction smoothing [95] , of the solution space reduces the number of solutions sought by the reconstruction algorithm such that the reconstructed image is less sensitive to noise [93] . Robustness to noise and convergence issues can also be addressed through the inclusion of an extra penalty term within the distance function D, known as a prior. The use of priors limits the types of solution considered valid during optimization and may be applied in both Poisson [91] and least-squares [96] cases. Useful software: A discrete approximation to the Radon and inverse Radon transforms are available in many numerical computing environments, 19 yet alternate software providing extensive, accurate system modeling and more complicated and robust algorithms are also available. Software for tomographic image reconstruction 20 (STIR) provides an excellent generic tomographic reconstruction tool-box and is particularly useful as it can be used with GATE output and also provides a converter for SimSET output. A sparse precomputed iterative reconstruction 21 library (ASPIRE)
provides both 2D and 3D image reconstruction and implements a large number of possible options regarding cost functions, regularization and optimization algorithms (and indeed modalities). NIFTIREC tomography toolbox 22 also provides a range of image reconstruction algorithms which include some level of physical modeling as well as computational enhancements based on the use of GPUs. These toolboxes concentrate on reconstruction itself rather than the detailed physical modeling it encodes -this modeling is incorporated into the system matrix.
Physics within the system matrix
The system matrix is the link between the physical system, the data it produces, and the reconstructed image. Hence, differences between the physical system and the computational model used for reconstruction may be addressed via two approaches: either the data are pre-treated to more accurately conform to the system model or alternatively the system matrix is updated to more accurately reflect the physical system.
Physical detection systems may differ markedly from simple computational models. In Fig. 4 exact projections of the object were used from which images were reconstructed (only angular sampling -missing projections -and noise were considered). However, most physical detection systems used in emission tomography do not conform to the projections defined by the Radon transform. In PET the energy of emission photons (511 keV) means that the active detection volume of measurement devices may be deep in comparison to the radius of the scanner bore, leading to parallax effects and uneven sampling in ρ, shown in Fig. 5(a) . Important physical effects such as positron-range and photon non-collinearity or the inclusion of extra information such as time of flight data (both shown in Fig. 5(b) ) require amendments to the system model. In SPECT, when using mechanical collimation, the response function of the collimator is distance dependent (Fig. 5(c) ) and this should be accounted for during image reconstruction. More generally the scanner contains axial depth (often achieved using multiple rings of detection devices). Due to the photon limited nature of emission imaging, it is unwise to discard oblique measurements -those for which each photon is measured at a different axial-depth (or different ring) as system sensitivity is sacrificed. Finally, the manufacture and construction of physical devices is never ideal. Detector gaps cause unfilled sinogram bins which are particularly problematic for novel devices as prototypes are often composed of only a few detectors.
Data pre-treatment may be used to address a number of differences between the physical device and the model employed during image reconstruction. Sinogram gap-filling and correction for detection uniformity as well as the regrouping of measurements over both angle and axial offset (mashing) are used to force measured data to reflect a standard geometry. Precorrection may be used to account for noise in the data, yet techniques such as random subtraction change the fundamental Poisson noise model. Such techniques attempt to alter the measured data such that it may be reconstructed using either analytic approaches or simplified (two-dimensional) iterative algorithms. However, each alteration of the data has an impact on image quality: mashing reduces data precision (and hence image resolution), while gap-filling, uniformity correction and noisecompensation alter the noise-model.
Instead, altering the system model to reflect the measurement geometry retains the full precision of the data. Should data be precorrected for spurious measurements, such as scattered photons or random-coincidence in PET, least-squares approaches become more appropriate [96] . However, the use of a Poisson noise-model within ML-EM still retains the ability to incorporate estimates of noise arising from random and scattered measurements [92] . Accurate calculation of the system matrix elements a ij can easily incorporate uneven, incomplete and three-dimensional sampling. Variation in resolution over the measurement elements [97] and even alternative image-space basis functions [89] may also be easily incorporated into the calculation. The physics that is modeled within the system matrix should reflect the important components of the physics governing the detection system. For instance, rather than a simple line-integral in Fig. 4 , area and volume sums may be estimated to more accurately reflect finite detector size and variation over the measurement set [98] . In PET, positron range [99] , annihilation photon non-collinearity, and inter-crystal scattering can affect measurement resolution, and each can be modeled within system matrix. However, the calculation of such factors within the system matrix impacts the speed of computation and the convergence of the algorithm.
When investigating novel scenarios in emission tomography the accuracy of the system matrix can be chosen to reflect the application of the system and the speed required during image reconstruction. Excellent reviews on image reconstruction can be found in [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] . In the following sections specific examples of novel imaging applications are discussed.
Novel detectors and data
The most basic change that can be made to an emission imaging system is to the detectors themselves. Recent advances in scintillators and light detectors has led to systems which measure time of flight data to high accuracy [105] , measure the location of photon interactions in a continuous domain [106, 107] and detectors that can measure multiple interactions of single photons [66, 107] .
Measurement resolution and recorded data: PET data relies on coincidence detection of two annihilation photons. Detectors with sufficient temporal resolution to distinguish the difference in transit time of the two photons may be used to reduce the full LoR to a smaller line-segment. The line-segment may be modified, based on timing precision, to reflect the variable probability of detection given emission (shown in Fig. 5(b) ) [105, 108, 109] which when modeled accurately leads to increased signal to noise ratio in reconstructed images. However, such modification of the LoR requires more information regarding the measured interaction to be recorded. Rather than recording a measurement histogram y, data may alternatively be recorded in list-mode. In list-mode, each measurement is appended to a time-ordered data list as it is made. Iterative methods, and ML-EM in particular, have a straightforward list-mode implementation such that compute time is limited by measured data rather than the number of possible measurements [110, 93] . Even when operating in list-mode, most detectors reduce the measured data to simple outputs such as interaction location or measurement IDs. However, such compression can lead to loss of precision. Recording the arrival-time difference, energy deposit, or more detailed information such as direct photomultiplier signals allows this information to be incorporated into the calculation of the system matrix elements. It is beneficial if this information is retained [111] as enhanced system matrices may allow more accurate models of interaction uncertainty, and hence increased image quality.
Multiple coincidence in PET and SPECT: While PET is based on the detection in coincidence of two photons, often three or more measurements may be made within the measurement timewindow [107] . Multiple measurements may be due to Compton scattering (with a sufficiently low detection energy threshold) or random coincidence of a true annihilation pair with a third photon. While such measurements are often discarded, modification of the system matrix allows them to be re-introduced into the useful PET data stream to contribute to image quality [112] [113] [114] . When measured in PET, Compton-scattering of single photons provides a good means of data discrimination [115] . Should multiple interactions of a single photon be measured to sufficient precision, the kinematics of Compton scattering can be used to define a cone-surface response that can then be used to enhance the reconstructed PET image [116] . When employed directly in image reconstruction of SPECT tracers, this is known as Compton camera imaging [117] . However, the inclusion of Compton scatter data into the process of image reconstruction requires a detailed model of the underlying physics. Analytic transforms for the Compton camera have been proposed [118, 119] yet the large number of possible measurements (in comparison to that measured) means that on-line calculation of the system matrix is common [120] .
Novel geometries
For task-specific imaging often the geometry of the detection system may require modification. While geometry modification may simply involve incomplete sampling or a non-circular system, it can also extend to additional, mobile, probes. Broken-ring, or dual-headed, geometries are under investigation in PET mammography applications [121] as they allow variable detector separation that can be adjusted in a patient-specific manner. Alternatively, compact geometries surrounding the object with four detection panels in a box-like configuration have been proposed to enhance sensitivity [122] [123] [124] [125] . While data arising from some of these unusual geometries can be regrouped to resemble more standard systems, loss in data precision can counteract the improvement in those outcomes initially intended.
Particle therapy: In particle therapy, because activity is limited by treatment dose, data statistics can be very low and hence system sensitivity is of great importance. The application is further hampered as the standard ring geometry must be modified to allow the particle beam to enter the patient directly from the treatment nozzle. In order to allow for beam entry, broken rings [126, 127] , split rings [128] and even offset-ovals [129] are all under consideration for therapeutic monitoring using PET. In broken-ring scenarios image-space penalties provide a means of regularization that can help account for lost projections [130] . Alternatively, prompt photon imaging using both mechanical collimation [131] and the Compton camera principle [132, 133, 54] are under investigation as possible alternatives. In each case, image reconstruction must address both geometrical sampling issues and a low signal environment.
Probe systems: In some circumstances high resolution is required only within a specific region of interest which is unknown before scan time. Mobile probes for both PET [81, 82, 134, 135] and SPECT [136, 137] have been proposed that allow object specific data to be acquired. In fact such a device may be inserted into the patient [82] , such that it can be placed in close proximity to internal features of interest during imaging. In these cases the exact system specification is unknown and the system model must be calculated independently for each experiment, effectively excluding the possibility of analytic inversion.
Novel scenarios and tasks
For more developed scanners that conform to standardized geometries, often the object of interest is such that extra modeling is required within the system matrix in order to extract the relevant information. Even for conventional scanners or routine imaging applications, the extension of the system matrix can recover more, or enhanced, information from the object.
Awake animal imaging: In neurological studies of small animals, the use of anaesthetic can disturb the uptake of tracer within the animal or preclude some studies (such as behavioral studies) from consideration. However, animal motion is such that without compensation the reconstructed image cannot be used in analysis. Instead, in awake small animal imaging, the rigid pose of the animal head is tracked over the course of the scan [138] , and can thereby be compensated for either using post-reconstruction processing [139] or during image reconstruction via either sinogram re-binning [140] or by directly altering the list-mode data [141, 142] . The latter option corresponds to altering or expanding the system matrix used for image reconstruction and subsequently enhances both sensitivity and reconstructed image resolution.
Direct 4D image reconstruction: Direct kinetic parameter estimation in PET uses entirely conventional scanner geometries, yet attempts to extract additional information from the data. In this scenario the objective function changes from the activity over the image space to the value of biologically significant parameters that model tracer uptake -effectively altering the image space into which data are reconstructed. Interestingly, should separate time-frames be reconstructed independently, followed by kinetic parameter fitting, FBP can be preferred in this task as linearity is of utmost importance for accurate fitting [143] . Because iterative algorithms have convergence properties that depend on data quantity and, in fact, may converge at different rates over the image space they are not ideal for tasks that rely on inter-image consistency. However, direct reconstruction, in which kinetic parameters are estimated from the data as part of the iterative process, may enhance parameter estimation by appropriately modeling the noise distribution in the dynamic data. Direct parameter reconstruction can be accomplished by incorporating a model of how kinetic parameters impact activity, as well as the process of emission and detection, within the system matrix [144] [145] [146] .
Conclusion
We have reviewed recent advancements in Monte-Carlo simulations and image reconstruction for emission tomography, with emphasis on novel devices and imaging scenarios beyond those used routinely. Regarding Monte-Carlo simulations, a large variety of general-purpose and dedicated packages are currently available for use. The reasons to chose one package over another might depend on the simulation goal and the complexity of the imaging scenario. User-friendliness, understood as using scripts instead of programming, is undoubtedly one factor contributing to the popularity of certain Monte Carlo platforms, such as GATE, GAMOS and, to lesser extent, SimSET. Flexibility, seen as the possibility to create unconventional detector designs (in terms of materials, shapes, position or movement), also plays an important role. The capability of the software to output certain "raw" information regarding the physical processes simulated is also very valuable. Within this context, Geant4 is often the preferred choice. Geant4, as well as the Geant4-based frameworks GATE and GAMOS are able to describe most imaging scenarios and phenomena, from transport of optical photons to particle-therapy monitoring. However, the penalty of accuracy and flexibility is long computation time. To overcome this constraint, the users might resort to parallel computing or GPU implementations, or chose faster simulation packages such as SimSET or PeneloPET. If the goal is to produce data to test image reconstruction algorithms, analytical or semi-analytical simulators, such as ASIM or PET-SORTEO, might be better suited.
Increases in computing power is one reason behind adopting statistical iterative reconstruction techniques such as ML-EM as a gold standard. Another reason is the capability to incorporate dedicated models of the relevant image formation and degradation phenomena within such algorithms. Increased accuracy of the system model usually improves image quality, but it might also increase computational complexity, particularly if Monte-Carlo based techniques are used.
Another side-effect of increased computing power has been the implementation of fully 3D and 4D reconstruction techniques. Instead of reducing the dimension of the problem, from 3D or 4D measured data to rebinned 2D data or sequential data frames, most advanced reconstruction methods aim to maximally exploit the information content of the raw data. In this context, list-mode data are often the preferred input: the more raw the data the better (for example list-mode singles data in PET, before coincidence sorting, or even using raw detector outputs). Also noteworthy is the increase of joint reconstruction within the same framework of the emission image and a second unknown (motion, attenuation or scatter).
Undoubtedly, one driving force behind many advancements in image reconstruction is the development of novel instrumentation and imaging techniques. The potential advantages of future detector concepts as well as the challenges posed by new imaging scenarios will further require adequate models and dedicated reconstruction.
